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 Abstract— Objective: Three- and four-dimensional transrectal ultrasound transducers are now available from most major ultrasound equipment manufacturers, but currently are incorporated into only one commercial prostate biopsy guidance system. Such transducers offer the benefits of rapid volumetric imaging, but can cause substantial measurement distortion in electromagnetic tracking sensors, which are commonly used to enable 3D navigation. In this paper, we describe the design, development and validation of a 3D-ultrasound-guided transrectal prostate biopsy system that employs high-accuracy optical tracking to localize the ultrasound probe and prostate targets in 3D physical space. Methods: The accuracy of the system was validated by evaluating the targeted needle placement error after inserting a biopsy needle to sample planned targets in a phantom using standard 2D ultrasound guidance versus real-time 3D guidance provided by the new system. Results: The overall mean needle-segment-to-target distance error was 3.6±4.0 mm and mean needle-to-target distance was 3.2±2.4 mm. Conclusion: a significant increase in needle placement accuracy was observed when using the 3D guidance system compared with visual targeting of invisible (virtual) lesions using a standard B-mode ultrasound guided biopsy technique.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed non-cutaneous cancer in the Western World and a leading cause of cancer-related death in men in North America, Australasia, and many countries in Western and Northern Europe. In the USA, for example, the estimated number of new prostate cancer cases and deaths resulting from the disease in 2015 is 22,800 and 27,540, respectively [1].  Transrectal needle biopsy performed under transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) guidance is the standard clinical method for diagnosing and staging prostate cancer, and has become one of the most common diagnostic procedures performed in hospitals [2], [3]. Although it is very widely practiced, a major limitation of this method is that prostate tumors are in general poorly distinguished in B-mode TRUS images. Therefore, unlike most other solid-organ cancers, tumor-targeted biopsy cannot be performed unless a tumor is clearly visible, and is therefore not standard practice. As a direct result of the subsequent sampling error, a proportion of clinically significant prostate cancers – i.e. cancers that are likely to progress and requires treatment – are missed and approximately 10% of patients require one or more repeat biopsies needed to establish a correct diagnosis [4]. Risk stratification can also be adversely affected by sampling error because histopathology results may be only poorly representative of the true burden (volume) and grade of the disease: The reported discordance between biopsy determined Gleason grade and pathological Gleason grade determined following surgical excision of the gland ranges from 17 to 43% [5], [6]. In one study that investigated the clinical significance of this discrepancy, biopsy led to a “clinically significant” undergrading in 23% of patients [7], implying that a significant proportion of patients with high-risk disease may not receive appropriate treatment based on biopsy results. Furthermore, since the widespread adoption of elevated prostate specific antigen (PSA) as a screening test for prostate cancer and indication for a prostate biopsy, there is widespread recognition that clinically insignificant disease is over-detected by conventional biopsy methods, and, as a consequence, over-treated [8], [9].     In recent years, the increased availability of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), combined with growing evidence 
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supporting its clinical use in the detection and localization of prostate cancer [10], has led to growing interest in tumor targeted biopsy in which MRI-visible lesions that are deemed to be “suspicious” (i.e. regions that may harbor cancer based on their radiological appearance) are sampled preferentially. This approach is currently being evaluated by a number of clinical research groups internationally and offers the potential to improve the detection of clinically significant tumors whilst avoiding very small, low-risk tumors that are not detected by MRI and are of no clinical consequence. MRI-targeted lesion sampling also has the potential to increase biopsy sampling efficiency, measured as the number of tissue samples required to establish a diagnosis, as well as grading accuracy compared with conventional TRUS-guided biopsy [11]–[13]. A recent large-scale clinical study concluded that computer-assisted targeting of MRI-visible lesions led to an increased detection of high-risk prostate cancer and a decreased detection of low-risk prostate cancer [14].     Targeting lesions identified on MRI during prostate biopsy is usually performed by using either visual targeting or with the aid of a computer guidance system that incorporates MRI-TRUS image registration/fusion software. In the former the operator’s anatomical knowledge and 3D perception are used to locate the MRI-visible lesions mentally within TRUS images acquired during a biopsy procedure, whereas most computer guidance systems use US to provide real-time feedback on the inserted needle location, combined with MRI-TRUS image registration (i.e. alignment) to present the operator with a graphical representation of an MRI-visible tumor superimposed onto B-mode TRUS images [15], [16]. An alternative approach, currently available only in a relatively small number of centers internationally, is to perform the procedure in an MRI scanner under direct image guidance [17]. This avoids the need for cross-modality image fusion, but has the disadvantage of requiring special-purpose, MRI-compatible equipment and instruments, and is in general a more complex and resource-intensive procedure compared with TRUS-guided biopsy. In particular, performing a biopsy within a closed-bore diagnostic MR scanner limits the access to the patient and constrains the patient position, resulting in a more technically demanding and time-consuming procedure, though robotically controlled needle insertion may provide a helpful solution to overcome these problems [18], [19].      A number of research and commercial computer-assisted guidance systems for performing MRI-targeted prostate biopsy under real-time TRUS guidance have been developed [16], [20]–[26]. A recent review of commercial systems marketed in the USA can be found in Marks et al. [16]. In order to achieve an accurate registration of MRI and TRUS images, and in particular to allow compensation of prostate deformation between scans, 3D TRUS images are generally required. Various methods have been employed to acquire 3D US images, most commonly, freehand 3D acquisition in which the motion of a curvilinear array transducer is tracked using a mechanical arm or electromagnetic position sensors attached to the probe casing [24], [27], [28]. Specialized 3D/4D transducers suitable for prostate imaging have also been employed [22], [23], [29]. All commercially available 3D/4D transducers for prostate imaging use an internal motor (sometimes called a “wobbler”) to rotate a transducer array 
within the probe casing as B-mode images are recorded at regular angular intervals. These 2D images are then reconstructed into a 3D volume. This approach has the advantage of rapid volume acquisition, with acquisition rates of 0.2-1.0 volumes per second achievable depending on the 2D image field of view. Compared with freehand 3D US imaging, it also minimizes the risk of artefacts in the reconstructed volume due to varying probe-pressure that deforms the prostate as it is moved in the rectum because the probe is held stationary during 3D imaging. Using a 3D/4D transducer also avoids reconstruction artefacts arising from probe tracking measurement errors, which can be difficult to correct (for example, by registering misaligned B-mode images as described by Treece et al. and Solberg et al. [30], [31]. Finally, motorized, swept-volume acquisition has the benefit that reconstructing the US volume is relatively simple from a computational perspective, as the image data samples are regularly spaced.     Although endo-rectal 3D/4D US imaging transducers are available from nearly all major ultrasound scanner manufacturers (including Analogic (BK and Ultrasonix), GE, Hitachi, Philips, Siemens, and Toshiba), they have been rarely employed within computer-assisted prostate biopsy systems. Moreover, in the systems described by Bax et al. and Long et al. [22], [27], 3D/4D transducers are employed, but probe tracking is not; for instance, the system developed by Bax et al. uses a rapid, automatic, non-rigid registration method to register successive 3D TRUS images and determine the relative probe motion with respect to an MRI-identified target. This approach is implemented by the commercial Koelis Urostation (Koelis, La Tronche, France; [32]).     In this paper, we describe a computer-assisted transrectal biopsy guidance system that incorporates a 3D/4D TRUS transducer to enable rapid 3D imaging of the prostate for the purposes of MRI-TRUS registration whilst avoiding the problem of probe pressure artefacts in reconstructing 3D US images. The system software performs non-rigid MRI-TRUS image registration, introduced in our previous publications [33]–[35], to account for organ deformation between MRI and TRUS imaging. Given the substantial 3D tracking errors that can occur when EM tracking sensors are attached to a motorized 3D/4D US transducer [36], 3D optical tracking similar to that used in neuronavigation systems was adopted as an alternative. In the remainder of this paper, we describe the system and present the results of phantom validation experiments to assess the accuracy of targeting US-visible and invisible (virtual) lesions, identified in pre-biopsy MRI scans, with and without 3D guidance.   
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. System Overview 
The 3D-TRUS-guided biopsy system developed in this research is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system comprises the following main components: a commercial US scanner (Ultrasonix SonixMDP, Ultrasonix Medical Co., British Columbia, Canada) equipped with a motorized 3D/4D transrectal imaging transducer (4DEC9-5/10; 5-9 MHz broadband curvilinear array); an optical 3D position tracking 
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system (Polaris Vicra, Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada); and a PC workstation (Dell Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 2.8GHz CPU with 16GB RAM) with custom-written software installed that incorporates a graphical user interface (GUI) for biopsy planning, image registration, and real-time probe/needle navigation (Fig. 2). The TRUS probe is tracked to enable the 3D position and orientation of the probe and the predicted biopsy needle trajectory relative to the last acquired 3D TRUS volume to be calculated and presented as a graphical display on the PC. The 3D graphic of the TRUS transducer and needle trajectory (assuming no needle deflection) is updated in real-time and provides visual feedback to the operator, enabling him/her to orientate the probe and needle to the correct angle until the virtual trajectory intersects a predetermined target within the prostate gland. All software was developed using a combination of MATLAB (The Mathworks, Cambridge, MA) and C++. Details of each system component are provided in the following sections. 
 
B. 3D Probe/needle Tracking 
As shown in Fig. 1, the tracked object has four spherical, retro-reflective markers attached, each of which is detected by the stereo camera and localized in 3D with respect to the camera coordinate system. The tracking device outputs a rigid-body transformation that specifies the physical 3D position and orientation of the tracked object – and hence the US probe and US images (see also Section II.D) – relative to the camera. Compared to EM tracking, which can be prone to errors due to field distortions due to metallic objects and sources of EM interference within the operating region [37], optical tracking provides relatively high accuracy and reliability in real-world clinical environments [38], [39]. However, an unobstructed line-of-sight between the markers of the tracked probe attachment and the camera must be maintained, and the markers must remain within the operating range of the camera (approx. 0.56 - 1.34 m for the NDI Vicra), to track the US probe pose continuously. For our system, both of these criteria were achieved by mounting the camera on a surgical mounting clamp approximately one meter from the TRUS probe, with 
the camera higher and looking down so that all markers are within the field-of-view. In practice, care also needs to be taken not to excessively rotate the probe about its axis such that some of the markers are no longer in view, and in exceptional cases the camera may need to be moved to ensure an optimal tracking region during a biopsy. A real-time visual indication of whether the probe is being tracked was incorporated into the software interface to alert the user of when the tracking is inadequate. 
 
C. 3D TRUS Imaging  
The 3D TRUS probe used in this work has no external moving parts and is able to acquire a 3D TRUS image of the prostate within 3 seconds. Software was written in C++ to retrieve and reconstruct data stored by the US scanner that specify the pixel intensity values for each radial B-mode scanline, the physical length of the scanline (in millimeters), the in-plane angle of the field-of-view of the B-mode images, the angular positions of each B-mode image plane, the coordinates of the origins of the scanlines, and the center of rotation of the transducer. Using these data, the position vector of any point identified in a reconstructed US volume can be determined with respect to a local image coordinate system. A 3D US image of the scanned volume is reconstructed by interpolating the US intensity values at measured locations to calculate the intensity values across a rectangular grid. The in-plane field-of-view of the sector-shaped B-mode image was set to 144.8°, which was sufficient to image a phantom prostate with a volume up to 56.4cc. Each B-mode image comprised 128 scanlines with 780 intensity samples over a physical length of 60.06 mm. During a volume acquisition, 97 B-mode images were recorded, resulting in a sweep angle of 74.16°. The predefined 3D spatial position of each image slice was calibrated and verified by scanning a calibration phantom of known geometry. A brachytherapy ultrasound QA phantom (Model 045, CIRS Inc., Norfolk, VA USA) containing a set of parallel wires separated by fixed, known distances, was used in this study. As illustrated in Fig. 3, by locating straight wires positioned in approximately the middle of the field-of-view of different frames, the angle, θx (x = 1, 2, …97), of each frame with respect to the reference plane (indicated by the dotted 
 Fig. 1. Photographs of the 3D TRUS guided prostate biopsy system. Top: A stereo tracking camera measures the 3D probe position and orientation in real-time. The tracked attachment comprises 4 retro-reflective spherical markers mounted on a cross-shaped piece that is fixed to the probe casing. Bottom: A needle guide is attached to shaft of the TRUS probe, through which the biopsy needle is inserted. The probe is inserted into a tissue-mimicking prostate biopsy training phantom (the synthetic prostate gland within the phantom is coloured blue). 
Fig 2. Screen shots of the GUI developed for biopsy guidance. Top: the registered gland (yellow mesh) and target (yellow sphere) appeared on the monitor after registration. Bottom: the needle trajectory hits the target while the target changes the color to green. 
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line perpendicular to the two example wires in Fig. 3) and the distance, R, between the rotation center and the image frames were estimated using the following equations: ߠ௫ ൌ arccos ሺܦ௬ ሺݕ௫஺ െ ݕ௫஻ሻ⁄ ሻ and ܴ ൌ ሺݕଵ஻ݕଶ஺ െ ݕଵ஺ݕଶ஻ሻ ሺݕଵ஺ ൅ ݕଶ஻ െ ݕଶ஺ െ ݕଵ஻ሻ⁄ , where ݕ௫஺ and ݕ௫஻  are the y coordinates of the two wires identified in the xth image frame, and ܦ௬  is the distance between the two parallel wires.  
 
D. System Calibration 
 For simplicity, a pinhead-based calibration method was adopted in this work, which involved scanning a pinhead in a water bath from multiple view angles as described in [40], [41]. The calibration used in this work was chosen based on its simplicity and availability, but many of the methods for calibrating tracked 3D US transducers described in the literature may be used as an alternative (e.g. see Bergmeir et al. [42]). The experimental set-up for calibration is illustrated in Fig. 4 and the 3D coordinate systems for the 3DUS guidance system are shown in Fig. 5. The relative position of the probe and attached needle guide is fixed with respect to the US image coordinates during a biopsy procedure. With 
reference to Fig. 5, calibration is required to calculate the 3D transformation between the US image coordinate system (i) and the local coordinates of the tracked object (t) attached to the US probe. Once determined, target coordinates defined in an US volume can be expressed within the world coordinate system (w), a fixed global coordinate system defined by the spatial position of the tracking camera in physical space, and related to the predicted biopsy needle trajectory. In the proposed system, the locations of targets are determined after registering an MRI-derived 3D anatomical model of the prostate (including the biopsy plan) to the 3D TRUS image of the prostate, as described in Section II.F. 
     For each pinhead image, the tracking system reports the transformation from tracking coordinates to world (i.e. camera) coordinates, denoted here by the transformation function, ௧ܶ→௪. The coordinates of a point location in image-, tracking-, and world coordinates are specified by the position vectors ۾௜, ۾௧ and ۾௪, respectively, each containing  x-, y- and z coordinates in millimeters.  Because the tracked object is fixed with respect to both the US transducer and the imaged 3D US volume, the transformation from image coordinates to tracking coordinates, ௜ܶ→௧, is also fixed. Therefore, ۾௧ ൌ
௜ܶ→௧ሺ۾௜ሻ, ۾௪ ൌ ௧ܶ→௪ሺ۾௧ሻ and ۾௪ ൌ ௧ܶ→௪൫ ௜ܶ→௧ሺ۾௜ሻ൯. The pinhead-based calibration exploits the fact that, when the tracking camera and the pin remain fixed in physical space, ۾௪ is invariant as the position and orientation of the US probe (and hence the tracked object) is varied for each scan of the pinhead. For the ݊௧௛ scan, ۾௪௡ ൌ ௧ܶ→௪௡ ൫ ௜ܶ→௧ሺ۾௜௡ሻ൯, where ۾௜௡ is the position vector that defines the location of the pinhead in US image coordinates. This location was found by manually identifying the pinhead coordinates in the acquired image volume. ௧ܶ→௪௡  was obtained directly from the optical tracking system. The calibration transformation, ௜ܶ→௧, and the unknown location of the pinhead in world coordinates, given by the position vector, ۾௪, was estimated by solving a set of linear equations from a calibration experiment in the least squares sense [41]. The sum-of-the-squares residual, which represents the difference between the estimated pinhead location, ۾௪෢ , and the transformation-estimated location, ۾௪௡ , is minimized.      Although 2D B-mode US are normally used with this calibration method [41] – and can be used to calibrate a system incorporating a 3D/4D transducer, such as the one described here – we found it more convenient to identify the pinhead within a reconstructed US volume. This avoids the 
Fig 3. A B-mode image of a phantom with multiple parallel wires, two of them being labelled Wire A and Wire B, was used to determine R and the angle θx of each frame (see text). The geometric relationship between these wires is shown on the right. At least two frames are required to determine R, while two points on each frame are required to determine θx. 
Fig 4. Photographs of the calibration experiments: (a) the experimental set-up; (b) a pin inserted into a blue slab of ultrasound absorbing material; (c) and (d) 3D imaging of the pinhead in a water bath with the tracked 3D TRUS transducer held in different positions and orientations by a flexible clamp. 
Fig 5. Illustration of three coordinates systems for different components of the 3D guidance system: The world- and tracking coordinate systems are defined by the positions of the tracking camera and the tracked object attached to the US transducer casing, respectively. The tracking system reports the transformation between these coordinate systems. The image coordinate system is defined by the voxel positions from the US volume.  
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need to orientate the transducer so that the pinhead appears within each B-mode image plane, leading to a much quicker procedure.  
E. Biopsy Planning and 3D Deformable Prostate Model Generation 
In this and in our prior work, a model-to-image registration approach is adopted in which a 3D geometric model of the prostate, derived from an MRI scan obtained prior to a biopsy procedure, is aligned to surface features extracted automatically from B-mode TRUS images obtained during the procedure [35]. This effectively transforms the problem into a feature-based registration task. Three-dimensional models take the form of a finite element (FE) mesh computed from the 3D triangulated surface meshes reconstructed from prostate boundary contours manually delineated in a T2-weighted MRI scan on a slice-by-slice basis. MRI-visible lesions are also included in the model by delineating suspicious regions within any image from a multi-parametric MRI sequence in the same way. For this study, the Osirix DICOM viewing software (Pixmeo SARL, Bernex, Switzerland) was used to define MRI contours and the 3D surface and volumetric mesh computation were performed automatically using custom-written software as described in [35]. Fig. 6 illustrates the process.  
     To initialize the model-to-US image registration, the coordinates of the following six anatomical landmarks are also identified in the MRI: the apex, the base, and the most anterior-, posterior-, left- and right- points on the capsule boundary, defined in the middle of the gland in a transverse view. These points are matched to the six corresponding landmarks defined in the field-of-view of a TRUS volume at the start of a biopsy procedure by maneuvering the US probe, so subsequent landmark selection by hand during a procedure is not required (see Section II.F for details). Further points representing biopsy targets can be included into the 3D model if required and constitute a plan for the biopsy procedure, and the locations of tissue samples removed during a biopsy can also be represented in the same way (i.e. by 3D points) and recorded for future clinical use. During a model-to-image registration, prostate models can deform to account for tissue deformation between MRI and TRUS scans. Model deformation is constrained by the modes 
of variation of a patient-specific statistical motion model (SMM – a specific type of statistical shape model that captures object motion). SMMs were built using simulated training data generated by performing FE simulations of prostate deformations due to varying TRUS probe position, orientation, and balloon diameter using the methodology described in [35]. In summary, 500 FE simulations of TRUS-probe-induced gland deformation are performed with each result corresponding to different randomly assigned material properties and mechanical loadings. The prostate model used in these simulations was represented by a tetrahedral mesh, which in turn describes the 3D geometry of the prostate in a “reference state” defined by its shape in the T2-weighted MRI scan. To apply this technique for the guidance system presented here it was assumed that large prostate deformations, defined as deformations where the average surface vertex displacement, excluding rigid movement, exceeds 10 mm, are not encountered when using the proposed guidance system since, with training, the transrectal pressure on the prostate exerted by the US probe can be regulated effectively by the operator so that excessive deformations are avoided. (“Excessive deformations” in this context are defined as having a magnitude approximately equivalent to compressive strains on the order of 20-30%). This enabled the simplified FE simulations developed in our previous research to be used to approximate possible prostate deformations due to probe pressures that are typically sufficient during TRUS-guided biopsy to achieve adequate acoustic coupling so that good quality images may be obtained [33]. In addition, the ranges of the simulated probe translation and rotation components used to generate training data for the SMM were extended by 50% compared to those specified in our previous work, which focused on modelling the range of TRUS probe motion encountered during transperineal needle biopsy and interventions, such as HIFU [43]. 
F. Image Registration 
During a procedure the 3D deformable prostate model (with an optional associated biopsy plan) is registered directly to 3D TRUS images using the semi-automatic algorithm developed in our previous research [35]. This algorithm matches the prostate capsule surfaces defined by the model and the 3D US image by iteratively aligning surface normal vectors computed for the 3D model to corresponding vectors automatically extracted from US volume by applying a Hessian-based boundary surface enhancement algorithm. During the registration, the model is deformed by varying the weights of the principal modes of shape variation within 2 standard deviations, thereby ensuring that the deformation is constrained and the shapes adopted are representative of those predicted by biomechanical simulations. In this sense, the model deformation is physically constrained. Once matched, one or more MRI-visible tumor targets and any additional targets defined within the biopsy plan are transformed into US image coordinates using the dense displacement field obtained from the model-US registration transformation. The adopted algorithm has a reported capture range of at least 5 mm in each of the x-, y- and z directions for landmark-based initialization [35], meaning that a robust initialization is still required. The presented system is initialized by setting the 
Fig 6. Generation of the MRI-derived 3D prostate models. (a) Example slices of an MRI volume of the phantom used in this study, with the contours of  the prostate capsule (shown in green) and hypoechoic lesions (blue) delineated on each slice to the left of the urethra, which appears as a high-intensity circular region; (b) An example of a virtual, isoechoic lesion contoured in blue to the right of the urethra (see Section II.H); (c) Example slices of an MR volume of a patient with the contours of the prostate capsule (shown in yellow) and lesion (red) delineated on each slice; (d) The gland and lesion contours segmented from (c) are displayed in 3D space and a triangulated surface mesh is fitted.  
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US transducer to its central position – i.e., so that the sagittal plane of the TRUS image is centered and parallel with the longitudinal axis of the probe – and maneuvering the probe until a B-mode TRUS image of the sagittal-mid-gland is obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 7. At this position the TRUS view corresponds to the central slice of the reconstructed 3D volume. The six anatomical TRUS landmarks, defined in Section II.E and corresponding to points identified in the pre-biopsy MRI image, do not need to be identified manually, since they are fixed relative to the field-of-view; i.e. apex-base to the x-axis, anterior-posterior to the y-axis and left-right to TRUS image z-axis. By moving the probe position, these landmarks can be roughly aligned with the prostate gland being imaged using US. This initialization procedure ensures that the initial orientation of the prostate mesh model containing the biopsy plan is aligned roughly with the base-apex axis, and provides useful starting estimates for the rigid component parameters of the MRI/model-to-TRUS-volume registration transformation.  After an initialization volume is obtained, the 3D TRUS data are transferred automatically to a PC hosting the registration and visualization software, via a custom-written private local network based on standard TCP/IP protocol. The automatic registration is then performed. 
 
G. Clinical Protocol for 3DUS-guided Biopsy 
 Fig. 8 illustrates the clinical set-up for the system described in this paper. A carefully designed clinical protocol was created to maximize the targeting accuracy when using the system. This is summarized as follows: 1. Prior to starting a biopsy procedure, the tracking camera is positioned so that the full range of movement of the TRUS probe expected during a TRUS biopsy can be tracked. The visibility of tracked probe markers is indicated by a color-coded indicator on the GUI as shown in Fig. 2. 2. Obtain a mid-gland view and a 3D US volume is acquired by pushing a button on the scanner, whilst keeping the probe steady for a few seconds during acquisition. Once the (initialization) acquisition is complete, the B-mode US image data is transferred automatically to the host PC and a 
3D image is reconstructed. The 3D prostate model is then registered automatically to the 3D image by the software. 3. The alignment of the model surface and the displayed (2D) TRUS image are checked visually by the operator. Different 2D views through the 3D image are obtained by moving the TRUS probe and using the tracked data to calculate the plane of intersection of the current B-mode view with respect to the captured 3D image. If significant misalignment is observed – for example, due to unexpected probe or patient movement during a 3D acquisition –Step 2 is repeated. (In the phantom experiments reported in this paper, repeating TRUS volume acquisition due to probe motion was necessary three times over all of the 54 trials). Following initialization and registration, a real-time graphical representation of tracked US probe and needle trajectory is displayed to help guide each needle to a target, as shown in Fig. 2. The GUI also reports the predicted target depth with respect to the needle exit point of the needle guide as an indication of the predicted needle insertion depth. To avoid the need for further tracking of the needle, the operator uses the graduated markings on the needle to insert the needle to the required depth. 4. The TRUS probe/needle is orientated so that the virtual needle trajectory intersects the chosen target. This is indicated visually by the target color changing from yellow to green, as shown in Fig. 2. The operator can switch freely between different 2D TRUS views obtained by re-slicing the last acquired 3D US image using a GUI control to inspect the relative position of the target and the needle trajectory. 5. To account for probe-induced prostate motion, particularly in cases when the angle between the initial and the on-target probe orientations is relatively high, Steps 2-4 can be repeated using the new probe orientation and position to initialize the registration. (In the phantom experiments described in the next section, this was not found to be necessary, because the deformation due to probe motion and probe pressure changes subsequent to the image registration was limited. Therefore, the results presented in Section III are based on performing a single registration). 6. With the TRUS probe held steady, the needle is inserted using the physical depth markers on the needle as a guide. Once the needle has entered the prostate, the real-time US scanner display is used to visualize the needle location (see Fig. 9).  
 
Fig 7. Example of an initial TRUS image of a prostate phantom, left, just before a 3D volume is acquired. Selecting an imaging plane through the center of the prostate helps to ensure that the field of view of the acquired 3D TRUS volume captures the entire gland. A re-sliced TRUS image from the volume, overlaid with a 3D mesh model derived from the MRI image, is shown in the figure on the right. 
Fig 8. Clinical set-up for the 3D-guided biopsy system 
Fig 9. Example slices before (left) and after (right) the insertion of the biopsy needle into a phantom. The white arrow indicates the needle in the US. 
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7. After making sure that the virtual needle trajectory still intersects the target, the biopsy gun is fired to obtain a tissue sample. 8. At this point, another (optional) TRUS volume, hereonafter referred to as the validation TRUS volume, was acquired from which the final needle position with respect to the prostate can be determined. This step was for validation purposes in the experiments described in the next section. 
H. Validation Experiments 
Experiments were carried out to validate the proposed 3D TRUS-guided system when performing a targeted biopsy of MRI-visible lesions. The aims of the validation experiments were to estimate the needle placement error using computer-assisted targeting and visual (sometimes called cognitive) targeting in which conventional B-mode TRUS guidance is employed. Tissue-mimicking US/MRI-compatible prostate biopsy training phantoms (Model 053A-EF, CIRS Inc., Norfolk, VA USA) were used in this study, which are designed for use with end-firing TRUS probes and contain three spherical lesions, each with diameter of 10mm (volume: 0.52cc), that are clearly visible in both US and T2-weighted MRI scans, as shown in Fig. 6. The lesions have a hypoechoic appearance in B-mode US images. A 3D T2-weighted MRI of each phantom was obtained using a turbo spin echo sequence with an axial in-plane resolution of 0.2865×0.2865 mm/pixel and a slice thickness of 2 mm (Philips Achieva 3.0T MR scanner, Guildford, Surrey, UK). Together with the prostate surface, each of the 3 lesions was segmented in this image and used to construct 3 prostate models and 3D biopsy plans, one for each lesion, using the method described in Section II.E. In addition, three virtual lesions of the same size and shape not present in the images were also defined at arbitrary locations by manually contouring regions in MRI images of the prostate phantom to create three planned isoechoic targets. The virtual targets reflect the common situation in which (tumor) targets are isoechoic in B-mode images in relation to surrounding prostate tissue, and therefore cannot be targeted directly using US imaging alone. Two phantoms were used; the first was replaced after approximately two-thirds of the experiments once the US image quality became unacceptable because of the air-filled needle tracks.     Three experienced clinical research fellows (LS, VK and TS), each of whom had performed over a hundred patient transrectal biopsies prior to participating as operators in this study. Each operator biopsied the phantom using the same technique as used in clinical practice, i.e. aim to direct the end 18mm section of the needle so that it passed through the lesion, with the needle-tip lying beyond the lesion. During these biopsies, each of the 6  lesions (3 visible + 3 virtual) was targeted 6 times, 3 times using computer-assisted targeting and 3 times using conventional visual targeting. This resulted in 108 biopsy samples in total (3 needle deployments × 6 lesions × 2 targeting methods × 3 observers). For each computer-assisted targeting procedure, each operator followed the steps outlined in Section II.G (including Step 7). To assess the feasibility of Step 5 described in Section II.G, an additional 3DUS volume was acquired and the registration was updated immediately prior to each needle insertion. This step was 
found only to add on average 30 seconds to the whole procedure. When targeting US-visible lesions using the computer-assisted system, the monitor of the US scanner was turned away after the initial 3D US volume had been acquired so that the operator was unable to see a real-time 2D B-mode image, thereby eliminating navigation bias. The probe was also then repositioned to force the user to rely entirely on feedback provided by the 3D guidance system. Visual targeting was performed using only 2D B-mode images displayed by the US scanner to guide the needle placement. In the case of targeting image-visible lesions using this technique, lesions were visible to the operator in the real-time TRUS images at all times during the procedure and therefore direct targeting was possible. Although this is not generally representative of clinical practice since only a small proportion of MRI-identified prostate lesions are also visible in B-mode US images, the results provide a useful reference that is representative of the optimum targeting accuracy that can be achieved during an idealized procedure in which direct targeting of a lesion is possible using TRUS.  
 A 3D TRUS image was acquired immediately after each needle deployment to determine the needle location in 3D and quantify needle placement accuracy. An example is shown in Fig. 10. The final locations of each needle were identified manually from these scans, including the tip and the entrance points of the needles to determine the needle position. Visible lesions were also segmented manually with the centroid defined as their centers based on the segmented gland surface. The virtual lesions were transformed into the space of the validation TRUS volume using an independent, manual, non-rigid registration method described in [44]. In this method, the prostate capsule surface and anatomical landmarks, including the urethra, hypoechoic lesions, the seminal vesicles, and the apex and base points, identified in both the MRI and 3DUS images, were all matched. A leave-one-out test of the accuracy of this registration was carried out in which each of the 3 image-visible lesions was excluded as a registration landmark in turn and used as an independent target to estimate a target registration error (TRE), defined as the Euclidean distance between the centers of corresponding lesions defined in the MRI and US images following registration.      To assess the overall biopsy targeting accuracy, the following three distance error measures were calculated (see Fig. 11) in the 3D validation TRUS volume: d1, defined as the distance between the center of the target lesion and the closest point on the needle trajectory; d2, defined as the distance between the center of the target lesion and the center of the biopsy sample core (i.e. the 18mm section of the biopsy needle from which tissue samples are obtained The sample 
 Fig 10. Example slice from a 3DUS image of a biopsy training phantom after needle insertion. The needle is indicated by white arrows and the red dotted region is the target lesion. 
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core was estimated as the 18 mm line segment from the needle tip but this may be different with other biopsy needle designs.); and d3, defined as the distance between the center of the target lesion and the closest point on the line segment that represents sample core length. Although d1 is adopted commonly in the literature as an overall measure of biopsy needle placement accuracy, d2 and d3 provide more stringent error metrics that take into account the relative location of the tissue core. In addition, the lesion hit rate and estimated cancer core length (CCL) – i.e. the length of cancerous tissue within the tissue sample – were computed from the length of the needle segment that intersects the target lesion, measured from the final 3D TRUS image (see Fig. 11). The CCL is a well-established clinical measure for classifying medium- versus low-risk disease. When this length was non-zero, a lesion “hit” was recorded. The maximum CCL achievable was 10mm, corresponding to a direct hit through the center of a spherical lesion. 
 
III. RESULTS 
Using method described in Section II.C to reconstruct the 3D TRUS image, a root-mean-square (RMS) distance error in locating one of the left wires was estimated to be 0.3mm, based on the manual localization of 30 wires, which were visible in 10 acquired frames (2-8 wires per frame). Further verification of the 3D US image reconstruction accuracy was performed by comparing the volumes of a phantom prostate imaged using US and MRI (details of the MRI acquisition and the phantom are provided in Section II.H). A difference in lesion volume of 3% (~16mm3) and an average prostate surface distance of 0.4mm (~1.5 voxels – after removing the rigid translation and rotation) were found. These results compare well to those of similar experiments described by Fenster et al. [28]. For calibrating the tracking system (Section II.D), a total of 36 US volumes with cubic voxel size of 0.23 mm3 were obtained at different probe positions as illustrated in Fig. 4. The RMS residual error in reconstructed 3D pinhead location was 1.67mm. For determining the virtual lesion 
positions in validation TRUS volume (Section II.H), a mean RMS error of 0.2mm with a range of [0.0-0.4] was obtained. This is considered significantly smaller than registration error or overall targeting error (with both t-tests p-values<0.0001).  
         The results from the targeted biopsy experiment are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 12. Each computer-assisted biopsy took on average ~1.3 minutes to place each needle (Steps 2-7, described in Section II.G). The mean±SD needle placement errors using measures d1, d2 and d3 for all of the biopsies performed using 3D computer-assisted targeting were 3.2±2.4, 8.9±5.6 and 3.6±4.0 mm, respectively. The results in Table 1 suggest that the needle placement accuracy was higher overall when targeting US-visible lesions compared with isoechoic lesions, which is to be expected since direct targeting of an US-visible target was possible, whereas targeting a virtual lesion relies primarily on the 3D perception of the anatomy and, in the case of 3D computer-assisted targeted, real-time graphical feedback on the current needle trajectory relative to the target. Applying a non-parametric two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test and a Student’s t-test confirmed this finding statistically for 2D visual targeting, but no statistically significant difference was found for 3D computer-assisted targeting (p=0.47, p=0.70, p=0.47 for the K-S test and p=0.44, p=0.43, p=0.32 for the t-test for d1, d2, and d3, respectively; Null hypothesis: No difference in accuracy). Furthermore, no statistically significant difference was found between the needle placement errors for 2D visual targeting of US-visible lesions compared with 3D computer-assisted targeting of the same lesions (K-S test: p=0.28, 
Fig 11. Illustration of the distance error measures, d1, d2, and d3, estimated in this study (see text for details). 
Fig 12. Histograms of needle-to-target distance errors, d1, d2 and d3 (left-to-right, respectively), calculated for biopsies of a phantom performed with- and without the 3D guidance (i.e. visual 2D versus 3D computer-assisted targeting; top and middle rows, respectively). The histograms on the bottom row show the difference in errors between these two targeting methods. 
TABLE I - SUMMARY OF VALIDATION RESULTS 
Targeting methods Types of target Number of trials (N) d1 (mm) [5%-95%] d2 (mm) [5%-95%] d3 (mm) [5%-95%] Hit rate 1 (%) Hit rate 2 (%) CCL (mm) [5%-95% CI] 
2D Visual targeting US-visible lesions 27 2.7 [0.9-6.3] 9.2 [2.8-20.1] 3.3 [1.0-9.6] 85.2 (23/27) 100 6.4 [0.0-9.5] Virtual lesions 27 5.9 [1.4-13.7] 10.7 [2.4-20.8] 6.4 [1.4-15.2] 37.0 (10/27) 66.7 2.8 [0.0-9.4] 
Both lesions 54 4.3 [1.0-11.5] 10.0 [2.5-20.2] 4.8 [1.0-14.4] 61.1 (33/54) 83.3 4.6 [0.0-9.5] 
3D Computer-assisted targeting US-visible lesions 27 3.0 [0.5-7.1] 8.2 [1.5-16.9] 3.0 [0.5-7.1] 88.9 (24/27) 100 6.5 [0.0-9.7] Virtual lesions 27 3.5 [0.5-7.8] 9.5 [1.4-21.0] 4.1 [0.5-10.3] 77.8 (21/27) 100 5.6 [0.0-9.7] 
Both lesions 54 3.2 [0.5-6.8] 8.9 [1.5-18.1] 3.6 [0.5-7.0] 83.3 (45/54) 100 6.2 [0.0-9.6] 
Mean needle placement errors, lesion hit rates, and CCL calculated for lesion-targeted biopsies of a phantom using MRI-derived biopsy plans. Confidence intervals are provided in square brackets. Hit rate 1 – percentage of lesions sampled during a single biopsy needle deployment per lesion; Hit rate 2 – percentage of lesions sampled during three biopsy needle deployments per lesion.  
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p=0.70, p=0.47; t-test: p=0.60, p=0.51, p=0.80 for d1, d2, d3, respectively). Comparing the needle placement errors for the cases where only virtual lesions were targeted using conventional versus 3D computer-assisted guidance, which is representative of the most common clinical scenario where a MRI-identified target lesion cannot be distinguished independently within B-mode US images, revealed that d1 and d3 were significantly lower (p<0.0001) when computer-assisted targeting was used. However, d2 failed to show significant improvement at the same confidence level (α=0.05) with p=0.1073.  Further analysis of the component contribution in signed distance error vectors reveals that the mean±SD of d2 components for 3D computer-assisted biopsies were -0.8±1.7, 7.5±6.9 and 0.5±1.7 mm in x-, y- and z directions, respectively. The corresponding values for conventional 2D targeted biopsy were 0.3±3.6, 7.8±8.0 and 1.2±3.7 mm, respectively. Therefore, the distance errors, including d2, are dominated by the error in y-direction, as illustrated in Fig. 13. For the phantom used in this study, the x-, y-, and z-axis directions corresponded anatomically to the apex-base, anterior-posterior and left-right directions of the prostate, respectively, with the direction of (transrectal) needle insertion approximately aligned with the y-axis. The error in this direction is likely to be a result partly from the imprecision of judging the depth of needle placement and partly a characteristic of the standard clinical technique in which the needle is inserted such that the target tissue region (lesion) lies within the range of the tissue sample, but is not necessarily centered within that sample. In practice, it is often difficult to accurately determine needle-tip location by eye using B-mode US images (or using the needle graduations as in the experiments reported here), and because the length of this sample is typically 15-20mm, errors in d2 larger than 5mm are theoretically possible when targeting a 10mm diameter (spherical) lesion even if a direct hit is achieved and the lesion lies within the tissue sampling range of the needle. 
 Inspection of the results for both lesions presented in Fig. 13 reveals the following observations: (i) there is significantly greater variance in the y-direction (paired Chi-squared variance test, with all p-values<0.0001) both with and without using the 3D  guidance system; (ii) computer-assisted 3D guidance significantly reduced the errors in the x- and z-axis directions, orthogonal to the direction of needle insertion (two-sample F-test, with p-values of 0.0003 and 0.0001, 
respectively); and (iii) introducing depth control by providing the user with an estimated depth of insertion may not improve the precision in y-direction (two-sample F-test with p=0.1819) because this observed uncertainty in needle insertion depth is likely to be due to a combination of human error (as discussed above) but also difficulty in accurately identifying the tip of the needle in 3D US volumes used for validation.     In terms of lesion hit rate, 83% (45 out of 54) of needle deployments performed using the computer-assisted guidance system hit the respective lesion target versus 61% (33 out of 54) performed using visual targeting. A clinically relevant finding is that 100% hit rate was achieved by using three needle deployments for each lesion with 3D computer-assisted guidance. Further analysis revealed that in 2 cases where US-visible lesions were targeted using conventional 2D visual targeting, the needle passed through the lesion but a lesion hit was not registered because no part of the lesion lied within the sample capture region. In another 2 cases, the trajectory of the needle meant that the needle did not pass through the target lesion. In no cases was the incorrect lesion successfully targeted (and this would be registered as a “miss” in any case because the CCL is zero).  Using 3D guidance to target virtual lesions yielded a mean (±SD) CCL of 5.6±3.8mm, which is significantly greater than the CCL of 2.8±3.8mm obtained using conventional visual targeting (two-sample K-S test, p=0.0003). This finding, if reproduced in vivo, has important clinical implications as the CCL is a well-established factor in prostate cancer risk assessment. Another interesting finding was that the biopsy efficiency in terms of the percentages of cancer positive cores (hit rates 1 and 2 in Table 1) was improved from 37% and 66.7% (visual targeting for virtual lesions) to 83.3% and 100% (computer-assisted targeting for all lesions), respectively, when a lesion is targeted three times using three needle deployments.     For the purposes of comparison with previously published work [35], the target registration error (TRE) was also calculated for all the lesion targeting experiments by computing the distance between the segmented lesion center, defined in the 3D US volume,  and the registered lesion center, calculated after transforming form MRI coordinates to US volume coordinates. Using this definition, the RMS TRE was 2.0±1.0 mm, which compares well with that found in our previous work focusing on transperineal biopsy [35]. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we have described a system for targeted transrectal prostate biopsy, which combines 3D US imaging using a motorized 3D/4D transducer, a deformable 3D model-image registration algorithm, and optical TRUS probe tracking to provide the user with feedback on the predicted needle trajectory relative to one or more target lesions defined by surgical plan based on MRI data. The results of experiments to estimate the accuracy of targeting 0.5cc spherical lesions within a phantom, identified on MRI images, revealed mean (± SD) errors of 3.6±4.0 mm and 3.2±2.4 mm measured as the distance between the needle sample core section and the target lesion center (d3), and the closest distance between the needle trajectory and center of the target lesion (d1), respectively. 
Fig 13. Orthogonal components of the needle targeting errors (d2) with and without computer-assisted guidance are plotted on the left and right, respectively. The black points are errors plotted in 3D coordinates. The blue, green and red surfaces represent the multivariate Gaussian confidence regions within ±1σ, ±2σ and ±3σ, respectively, where σ is the standard deviation. Base on the presented experimental setting, X, Y and Z coordinate axes are roughly corresponding to the anatomical directions, Apex-Base, Anterior-Posterior and Left-Right, respectively. 
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The magnitudes of these errors are comparable with those of other similar studies in the literature, although a number of different error measures have been adopted by different research groups: Most studies report what is often referred to as the “overall targeting error”, defined as the minimum distance between a target and the needle (or needle trajectory), as the primary accuracy measure [23], [24], [27], [45]. This measure is generally equivalent to d1 reported in the present study. Xu et al. report an accuracy of 2.4±1.2 mm [24] using this measure. Ukimura et al. [23] report a similar measure for phantom-based validation of the commercially available Koelis system (Koelis, La Tranche, France), but derive the overall targeting errors by combining a procedural targeting error and registration error, assuming that these errors are independent and additive. The resulting mean errors are 2.35 mm and 2.92 mm for targeting lesions visible and invisible in US images, respectively. Another phantom-based validation of a system that employs a mechanical arm to track the TRUS probe found a mean (± SD) “needle guidance error” of 2.13±1.28mm [27]. This measure appears to be identical to d1 in our study, but could equally be closer to d3 since the biopsy core is used as a reference. Bax et al. [27] also report a “biopsy localization error” of 3.87±1.81mm, defined in the same way as d2, indicating superior depth control, which may be attributed to the use of mechanical-arm to stabilize the TRUS probe.     Whilst the needle insertion depth calculated by our guidance software, used in conjunction with the depth markers on a standard biopsy needle, provides a simple and practical means of determining the insertion depth without additional needle tracking, it is evident from the analysis of the relative magnitudes of the needle-tip placement error components that the error was largest in the direction of needle insertion (see Section III and Fig. 13). This is likely to be due to the limited accuracy with which a needle can be inserted manually, using the depth markers as a guide, in addition to motion of the target due to needle insertion and firing of the biopsy gun. Furthermore, the estimated insertion depth is calculated with the assumption that the needle-tip follows a straight-line trajectory and therefore needle deflection is not taken into account. Nevertheless, because the primary aim during a biopsy procedure is to ensure that the extended needle passes through the lesion upon firing the biopsy gun, and the sample core length (15-20mm) is larger than the lesion diameter when sampling small lesions – a situation where computer-aided targeting potentially confers most clinical benefit – the needle insertion depth error is arguably not as critical as the errors in the perpendicular directions, which determine the needle trajectory. The results for the predicted tissue CCL and cancer hit rates, summarised in Table 1, suggest that the overall targeting performance was improved significantly by the proposed system despite the lack of significant change in the error component in the y direction in d2, but further studies are required to investigate this issue and a possibly to develop a more accurate method for needle-tip depth control.     In common with other accuracy validation studies reported in the literature, as well as those carried out for CE-marking and FDA-approval of commercial guidance systems, an US/MRI-compatible prostate phantom was used in this study to investigate targeting errors. Such phantoms have the benefit 
of providing a well-controlled environment for validation experiments, and contain clearly distinguished structures with a known geometry that are not subject to imaging artefacts found in clinical practice. However, these characteristics mean that errors are not necessarily indicative of those encountered in clinical practice where poorer image quality and therefore poorer anatomical visualization can adversely affect biopsy targeting. Furthermore, although the phantoms used in this and most other studies move and deform in response to TRUS transducer pressure and needle insertion, this motion is not representative of in vivo prostate motion, which introduces a further significant source of error. A phantom with mechanical characteristics closer to those of in vivo tissue, such as the one described by Hungr et al. [46], would allow the impact of tissue deformation on needle placement accuracy to be studied under more realistic conditions. Nevertheless, evidence from an earlier study evaluating our plan-to-image registration algorithm using patient MR/3DUS data from TRUS-guided transperineal biopsy and HIFU procedures [35] demonstrate a median target registration error of 2.40mm, which is comparable to the registration accuracy found in this study (a mean of 2.0mm). It is also important to note that the reported validation results are based on a manual segmentation of the prostate phantom and biopsy needles, which introduces localisation errors. To further investigate the influence of such errors on d1, d2 and d3, 10,000 Monte-Carlo simulations were ran with each 3D independent, isotropic Gaussian noise added to the manually-identified coordinates of the gland centers and the needle tips. As the error level increased to 2mm RMS, no statistically significant difference was found between the resulting overall targeting errors and those reported in Table 1, with p-values being 0.11, 0.81 and 0.08 based on K-S tests for all the lesions. For example, using computer-assisted targeting of the virtual lesions (corresponding to 5th row in Table 1), the mean errors and [5%-95%] CIs are 4.0 [0.9-8.3], 9.8 [2.3-19.7] and 4.6 [0.9-8.8] mm, with p-values being 0.61, 0.96 and 0.85 when testing significant difference for d1, d2 and d3, respectively. Given the reported 3D TRUS reconstruction error being ~0.2 mm, which includes a similar line/boundary segmentation error as well as TRUS reconstruction error, we can reasonably conclude that, in this case, this 3D US needle tip and lesion center localisation errors have no significant effect on the overall targeting errors.     A number of commercial biopsy guidance systems employ EM tracking as a means of localizing an US probe in 3D in real-time. Examples include the Philips PercuNav system (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), the InVivo UroNav (InVivo, Gainesville, FL USA), the Hitachi HI-RVS (Hitachi Medical Systems, Northamptonshire, UK), and the Ultrasonix SonixGPS (Analogic Corp., MA, USA) devices. A key design decision for the system described in this paper is the adoption of optical tracking. This decision was largely motivated by our experience from attempts to use EM tracking, which resulted in noisy tracking measurements and unacceptably high tracking errors (>5mm / 5º), and using an NDI Aurora EM tracker (Northern Digital Inc., Ontario, Canada) it was not possible to measure the sensor position within 10 cm of the US probe, with a “Bad Fit” error being reported by the system when the transducer motor is active. We attribute these findings largely to the presence of an 
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electric motor in the specific type of transducer used, which generates both static and oscillating EM fields in the vicinity of the EM sensor. Similar observations are reported by [36], and it appears that at least some commercial EM tracking devices can be very sensitive to EM radiation generated by certain types of US probe. Optical probe/instrument tracking has been employed successfully in other surgical navigation applications [39], and is generally accepted to achieve superior accuracy and robustness (in terms of relative insensitivity to environmental factors) in real-world clinical environments compared with EM tracking  [37]. Although with careful calibration and set-up EM tracking devices can achieve errors within 2mm / 2º, the difficulty in identifying and controlling sources of significant interference present in clinical environments so that consistently high levels of accuracy are achieved presents a barrier to widespread clinical adoption of such technologies, at least for applications where high accuracy is required. Notwithstanding the situation of optical occlusion, which is easily detected by the control software, the accuracy of optical tracking devices, such as the one used in this study, is highly stable in comparison. Therefore, although EM tracking provides a low-cost and convenient solution for US-based surgical guidance systems, optical tracking offers the potential advantages of wider compatibility with different types of US transducer, higher accuracy, and greater reliability in clinical use. An important issue, however, is maintaining the line-of-sight between the markers mounted on the US probe and the tracking camera. We found that maintaining a line-of-sight for this application is feasible for tumor-targeted biopsy, although further research is required to optimize clinical protocols and to determine sub-groups of patients in which line-of-sight issues are problematic. Added flexibility in maneuvering the US probe may be achieved by employing additional tracking markers and/or cameras.     We found that adequate US image quality during the initial volume acquisition is important to achieve a good initial registration with an MRI-derived 3D model. In particular, the boundary of the prostate should be distinguishable and the prostate should fall within the field-of-view of the reconstructed volume. The system incorporates a simple initialization step in which the TRUS probe is orientated manually so that the prostate lies within the field of view of the first captured TRUS volume and is aligned approximately with the plan without the requirement for capsule segmentation or identification of anatomical landmark points from US images. This procedure provides an approximate starting estimate for the automatic image registration algorithm and can be performed easily and quickly by a clinical operator. If the prostate does not entirely fit within the acquired TRUS volume, this could compromise the (plan-to-image) registration accuracy. In such cases, the operator has the option either to perform a rigid registration, rather than a deformable registration, which is likely to be more robust to the missing data, or to manually register the biopsy plan by moving the TRUS probe and use the probe tracking data to re-position the prostate model. This measure was not required for the phantom procedures reported here. Following a successful initial registration, the subsequent use of 3D transducer tracking with graphical feedback means that navigation is much less dependent on operator skill and 
US image quality during a biopsy procedure, indicated by the significant reduction in variance in targeting error due to the use of the computer-assisted 3D guidance. The relative lack of dependence on image quality to visualize the prostate for navigational purposes means that, after the initial volume acquisition, applying increased probe pressure to improve acoustic coupling and image quality as the probe is re-orientated is unnecessary, and this is likely to help by reducing patient discomfort. However, it is still recommended that the operator refers to the real-time 2D TRUS images provided by the US scanner during a 3D guided procedure, particularly during needle insertion, to provide additional information to verify the probe/needle location and ensure safe usage. The use of a navigational feedback in the form of 3D graphical display of the live 3D position and orientation of the probe and predicted needle trajectory relative to the current plan/target differs from the solution used in many other systems, such as the Ultrasonix SonixGPS (Analogic Corp., MA, USA), which present this information as a graphical overlay on live 2D US images. Displaying a 3D representation of the probe, needle, gland, and biopsy plan in this way provides an intuitive and easy to control means of navigation with the benefit that the need to capture US images in real-time and synchronize these images with tracking data is avoided.  
V. CONCLUSION 
    The proposed guidance system and accompanying workflow have been found to be clinically feasible from laboratory phantom studies, but further work is required to fully evaluate the guidance system using patient data to provide clinical evidence to support its effectiveness for targeted transrectal prostate biopsy. This will be the focus of future research.  
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